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The relative roles of alcohol and thiamine deficiency in causing brain damage remain controversial in alcoholics without the Wernicke–

Korsakoff syndrome. Experimental control over alcohol consumption and diet are impossible in humans but can be accomplished in

animal models. This experiment was designed to differentiate the separate and combined effects on the macro- and ultrastructure of the

corpus callosum of thiamine deficiency and voluntary alcohol consumption. Adult male alcohol-preferring (P) rats (9 chronically alcohol-

exposed and 9 water controls) received a thiamine-deficient diet for 2 weeks. There were four groups: five rats previously exposed to

alcohol were treated with pyrithiamine (a thiamine phosphorylation inhibitor); five rats never exposed to alcohol were treated with

pyrithiamine; four alcohol-exposed rats were treated with thiamine; and four rats never exposed to alcohol were treated with thiamine.

On day 14, thiamine was restored in all 18 rats; 2 weeks later the 10 pyrithiamine-treated rats received intraperitoneal thiamine. The rats

were perfused 61 days post-pyrithiamine treatment at age 598 days. Brains were dissected and weight and volumes were calculated.

Sagittal sections were stained to measure white matter structures. The corpus callosum was examined using transmission electron

microscopy to determine density of myelinated fibers, fiber diameter, and myelin thickness. The corpus callosum in the alcohol/

pyrithiamine group was significantly thinner, had greater fiber density, higher percentage of small fibers, and myelin thinning than in the

alcohol/thiamine and water/thiamine groups. Several measures showed a graded effect, where the alcohol/pyrithiamine group had

greater pathology than the water/pyrithiamine group, which had greater pathology than the two thiamine-replete groups. Across all 16

rats, thinner myelin sheaths correlated with higher percentage of small fibers. Myelin thickness and axon diameter together accounted for

71% of the variance associated with percentage of small fibers. Significant abnormalities in the alcohol/pyrithiamine group and lack of

abnormality in the alcohol-exposed/thiamine-replete group indicate that thiamine deficiency caused white matter damage. The graded

abnormalities across the dually to singly treated animals support a compounding effect of alcohol exposure and thiamine depletion, and

indicate the potential for interaction between alcohol and thiamine deficiency in human alcohol-related brain damage.
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INTRODUCTION

Excessive drinking can lead to impairment of cognitive and
motor function and structural brain changesFsome
permanent and some reversible. Functions commonly
affected involve abstract problem solving, visuospatial and
verbal learning, selective memory processes, perceptual
motor skills, and postural stability (Butters and Granholm,
1987; Fein et al, 1990; Nixon et al, 2002; Oscar-Berman,
2000; Sullivan et al, 2000a, b, 2002). Disruption of fronto-
pontocerebellar and cerebellothalamocortical circuitry may
underlie the mainstay of these neuropsychological deficits

(Sullivan, 2003; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2005). Hence, a
potential substrate of dysfunction may arise from structural
changes in the white matter or ‘hard wiring’ of the brain,
composed largely of myelinated axons. Pathological changes
in white matter have been described in human in vivo
(Pfefferbaum et al, 1992) and autopsy (Harper and Kril,
1991; Harper and Kril, 1994) studies, and in animal models
(Hansen et al, 1991; Langlais and Zhang, 1997). Alcoholics
typically have abnormally low brain weight and volume,
which in postmortem analysis is largely accounted for by
white matter volume shrinkage relative to nonalcoholic
control cases (Harper, 1998b).
Specific white matter structures of the brain, like the

corpus callosum, are particularly affected by alcoholism
(Harper and Kril, 1988; Hommer et al, 1996; Pfefferbaum
et al, 1996) and therefore useful in the study of its
progression. The precise structural changes underlying
the white matter volume loss, restoration with alcohol
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abstinence, and disruption of microstructural integrity
remains unclear but probably involves both myelination
and axonal integrity, inferred from in vivo MR diffusion
tensor imaging studies (Pfefferbaum et al, 2000, 2006c, d;
Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2002, 2005), and may explain why
tissue volume recovery appears incomplete with abstinence.
Alcoholic brain pathology may have two components, one
reflecting permanent change and one a transient change
(Carlen et al, 1984). Regarding permanent effects, alcohol-
related neuronal loss has been documented in specific
regions of the cerebral cortex (superior frontal association
cortex), hypothalamus and cerebellum (Harper, 1998b).
Such loss can result in axonal (Wallerian) degeneration and
a permanent reduction in white matter volume. Structural
changes in myelin, however, could explain the reversible
white matter shrinkage that has been documented with
serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, following
periods of abstinence from alcohol (Gazdzinski et al, 2005;
O’Neill et al, 2001; Pfefferbaum et al, 1995; Shear et al,
1994). In support of this hypothesis, molecular studies of
human brains have shown that the expression of genes
encoding myelin proteins (Lewohl et al, 2000; Mayfield et al,
2002) and actual levels of myelin-associated proteins are
low in alcoholic relative to control cases (Lewohl et al, 2005;
Liu et al, 2006).
Mechanisms thought to cause such disruption in brain

structural integrity include the toxic effects of ethanol
(alcohol) itself or its metabolites. Supporting this position, a
pathological study (Kril et al, 1997) found a relationship
between reported maximum daily alcohol consumption and
amount of white matter volume loss. However, many
studies implicate thiamine deficiency as responsible for
the pathology. Thiamine deficiency causes the Wernicke–
Korsakoff syndrome (WKS), a devastating neurological
disorder characterized by oculomotor signs, ataxia, and
mental symptoms (Harper, 2006). WKS occurs in humans,
typically chronic alcoholics (Harper, 1983), and can be
replicated in animal models using pyrithamine alone
(Langlais and Savage, 1995) or in combination with alcohol
(Zimitat et al, 1990) as used in this study. The frequent
occurrence of thiamine deficiency with chronic alcoholism
makes it difficult to determine the exact cause of white
matter lesions in alcoholics (Harper and Kril, 1990). The
reason that alcoholics are prone to develop thiamine
deficiency relates to decreased oral intake of food and the
direct effects of alcohol on intestinal transport of thiamine
(Gastaldi et al, 1989). The resulting reduced thiamine stores
and impaired thiamine utilization impair normal central
nervous system function (Thomson et al, 2002). Phillips
et al (1987) have speculated that the withdrawal effects of
highly intoxicating levels of alcohol contribute to the
disruption of white matter integrity . Animal studies show
significant shrinkage of the corpus callosum several months
after only a single bout of pyrithiamine-induced thiamine
deficiency (Langlais and Savage, 1995). Ultrastructural
studies show splitting of myelin sheaths and swelling of
periaxonal spaces within the cerebral cortex of pyrithia-
mine-treated rats (Takahashi et al, 1988). Definitive
pathology that could account for reversible brain shrinkage,
however, remains unidentified, indicating the need for
further investigation of the potential interaction between
thiamine deficiency and chronic alcohol exposure in white

matter pathology. Because control over alcohol consump-
tion and diet is not experimentally viable in humans, animal
models are required. Accordingly, this study was designed
to differentiate the separate and combined effects of
thiamine deficiency and alcohol exposure in rats selectively
bred to voluntarily consume alcohol (Li et al, 1979).
The present postmortem analysis used electron micro-

scopy in the rats previously examined longitudinally with
MRI before (Sullivan et al, 2006) and after (Pfefferbaum
et al, 2006b) alcohol exposure and thiamine depletion and
repletion (Pfefferbaum et al, 2006a). In vivo measurements
of the corpus callosum indicated 36% growth over 12
months without alcohol exposure and attenuation of growth
with substantial voluntary alcohol consumption and ade-
quate nutrition, and further arrested growth with thiamine
depletion. Here, we tested the following competing hypo-
theses: if alcohol exposure and thiamine deprivation had a
compounding adverse effect, we would observe a graded
pattern, whereby animals, which had experienced the
combined alcohol exposure plus thiamine depletion by diet
and intraperitoneal (i.p.) pyrithiamine, would show the
greatest evidence for white matter fiber degeneration,
whereas rats with either alcohol exposure or thiamine
depletion alone would have more modest evidence of white
matter disruption. Alternatively, if either alcohol exposure
or thiamine deficiency were the sole cause of fiber
pathology, then the dual exposure would not compound
the pathology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

All animals were alcohol-preferring (P) rats, obtained from
the breeding colony at the Indiana University Medical
Center (Indianapolis, IN; courtesy of R Bell, PhD). The rats
were from an outbred Wistar foundational stock, which has
undergone over 50 generations of selection for a preference
10% (v/v) alcohol over concurrently available water. They
were all anatomically normal as shown from their baseline
MRI, conducted at the outset of the in vivo experiment and
before alcohol or pyrithiamine treatment. The rats were
singly housed in plastic tubs with water and food (vitamin
and mineral enriched Teklad mouse and rat diet #7001;
Madison, WI) freely available in the home tubs at all times.
The four study groups comprised a cohort of 18 adult male
P rats, nine of which had chronic, intermittent exposure to
alcohol under four schedules over the year before the
present study (Pfefferbaum et al, 2006b); the remaining nine
rats were controls, which had never received alcohol
(Sullivan et al, 2006). At the start of the pyrithiamine i.p./
thiamine deficiency experiment, the rats were 452 days old,
and they did not differ significantly in body weight or brain
volume. Further, the two groups with prior alcohol
exposure did not differ in the total amount of alcohol
consumed across their one year of access.

Thiamine Deprivation Treatment

Following the protocol employed in earlier studies (Langlais
and Zhang, 1997; Savage et al, 2000), all rats received
thiamine-deficient chow (Pfefferbaum et al, 2006b). Ten rats
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(five alcohol-exposed and five nonexposed) received daily
i.p. injections of pyrithiamine hydrobromide (0.25mg/kg;
Aldrich Chemicals, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia). The
remaining four rats from each of the control and alcohol-
exposed groups received daily i.p. injections of thiamine
(0.40mg/kg). The treatment protocol was carried out for 14
consecutive days. At the end of the thiamine deprivation
period, regular thiamine-enriched chow was resumed for all
animals (vitamin and mineral enriched Teklad mouse and
rat diet #7001; Madison, WI), and 2 weeks later the 10
pyrithiamine-treated animals were administered 100mg/kg
thiamine i.p. The full protocol and in vivo outcome
measures have been reported (Pfefferbaum et al, 2006a).

Histological Procedures

Of the 18 rats in the in vivo studies, two rats in the
pyrithiamine/alcohol condition died prematurely (31 and 39
days post-pyrithiamine treatment, 30 and 22 days before the
planned perfusion time) despite vigorous efforts with
gavage and dietary supplementation for recovery. Although
the brain of the rat which died 39 days post-pyrithiamine
treatment was available for histological study, its data were
not included in the group data because of lack of control
over postmortem brain extraction time and conditions and
the substantially shorter time that rat relative to the rats that
survived had for recovery.
At 61 days post-pyrithiamine treatment at age 598 days,

the 16 animals that survived the full length of the
experiment were anaesthesized and perfused through the
ascending aorta with a fixative solution containing 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer. The brains
were removed after sectioning the brain stem. Brain weights
were obtained and volumes calculated using a fluid
displacement method (Zimitat et al, 1990). The brains were
then sectioned sagittally in the midline to separate the
cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres and divide the brain
stem. The left hemisphere was photographed and then
embedded in paraffin medial face down. Sagittal sections
were cut and stained with hematoxylin and eosin and luxol
fast blue, the latter to highlight the white matter for
measurement of the area and thickness of the corpus
callosum. The cerebellum and brain stem were separated
from the right cerebral hemisphere by a horizontal cut at
the level of the upper midbrain. The right hemisphere was
cut in the coronal plane at approximately 1.5mm intervals
and samples of the genu, body, and splenium of the corpus
callosum were taken for transmission electron microscopic
examination. Blocks (1mm� 2mm� 1mm) were dehy-
drated, osmicated, and embedded in plastic. A series of
semi-thin sections (1 mm) were taken from each block,
mounted on copper grids and stained (uranyl acetate for
15min and lead citrate for 5min) and examined on a
transmission electron microscope (Zeiss 902, North Ryde,
NSW, Australia). Digital transmission electron microscopic
photographs (� 4400) were taken in a random pattern to
determine the microscopic structure of the corpus callosum.

Morphometric Analysis

The area and thickness of the corpus callosum were
measured using digital photographs of the luxol fast stained

sections of the medial sagittal surfaces of the rat brains,
using a semi-automated image analysis system (ImagePro
Plus V. 4.5, CyberneticsMedia, Silver Spring, MD, USA).
Measurements were made six times for each rat and means
calculated. The digital transmission electron microscopic
photographs were used for the measurement of myelineated
fiber numbers and diameter, axon diameter and myelin
sheath thickness using ImagePro Plus V. 4.5 (Cybernetics-
Media, USA). Approximately 150 fibers per tissue block were
selected for detailed morphometric analysis. The density of
myelinated fibers, percent of small fibers, and g ratio (axon
diameter/total nerve fiber diameter) were determined. Cases
were coded to facilitate blind quantification. All dimensions
were corrected against standard measurement bars.

Statistical Analyses

Group differences for pyrithiamine vs thiamine and alcohol
vs no alcohol exposure were tested with one- and two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Follow-up comparisons
between pairs of groups were subjected to t-tests. Hypothe-
sized differences were considered significant with a¼ 0.05
(one-tailed p-values for paired comparisons). Pearson
correlations and multiple regression analysis examined
relations between and among variables. Because of the small
sample sizes, the parametric analyses were confirmed with
nonparametric tests.

RESULTS

Brain Weight and Brain Volume

Although the volumes in the pyrithiamine groups were
lower than the volumes in the thiamine-replete groups
(Figure 1), the differences among the four groups were
not significant for either brain weight (F(3, 15)¼ 0.272,
p¼ 0.84) or brain volume (F(3, 15)¼ 0.803, p¼ 0.52).

Corpus Callosum Measurements

Examples of TEM plates are presented in Figure 2. Mean-
s7SEM of each quantified measure of the corpus callosum
are presented in Figure 3, and results of the statistical
comparisons are described next.

Area, thickness, and fiber density. One-way ANOVAs
revealed significant group effects for the area
(F(3, 15)¼ 3.94, p¼ 0.0361) and thickness of the corpus
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callosum (F(3, 15)¼ 9.252, p¼ 0.0019). Paired group com-
parisons indicated graded effects for the thickness mea-
sures, where the alcohol/pyrithiamine group had thinner
corpora callosa than the water/pyrithiamine group
(t(6)¼ 3.329, p¼ 0.0079), which in turn had smaller callosal
measures than did either thiamine group (water
t(7)¼ 4.549, p¼ 0.0013; alcohol t(7)¼ 2.635, p¼ 0.0168).
The callosal area of the alcohol/pyrithiamine group was
smaller than the alcohol/thiamine group (t(5)¼ 3.139,
p¼ 0.0129). Two-way ANOVA also supported the graded
effect with alcohol/water vs pyrithiamine/thiamine interac-
tions for callosal thickness (F(1, 12)¼ 6.84, p¼ 0.0226) and
a trend for callosal area (F(1, 12)¼ 4.073, p¼ 0.0665). One-
way ANOVAs revealed a trend for density of the myelinated
nerve fibers (F(3, 15)¼ 3.314, p¼ 0.0571), where the alco-
hol/pyrithiamine group had greater fiber density than the
remaining three groups (comparison with water/thiamine
t(5)¼ 2.265, p¼ 0.0364; alcohol/thiamine t(5)¼ 1.975, p¼
0.0526; water/pyrithiamine t(6)¼ 1.975, p¼ 0.0478).

Percent of small fibers.We categorized small fibers as those
with a diameter less than 0.65 mm. One-way ANOVA
(F(3, 15)¼ 7.135, p¼ 0.0052) and follow-up tests supported
the hypothesized graded effect (Figure 2). Specifically, the
alcohol/pyrithiamine animals tended to have a higher
percent of small myelinated fibers than the water/pyrithia-
mine group (t(6)¼ 1.659, p¼ 0.0751), which in turn had a
higher percentage of small fibers than the alcohol/thiamine

group (t(7)¼ 2.365, p¼ 0.0249) and tended to have a higher
percentage than the water/thiamine group (t(7)¼ 1.814,
p¼ 0.0563). The two thiamine groups did not differ
significantly from each other (t(6)¼ 1.23, p¼ 0.13). This
pattern of differences was also noted with a two-way
ANOVA (thiamine/pyrithiamine vs water/alcohol), which
revealed a trend for an interaction (F(1, 12)¼ 4.249,
p¼ 0.0616), suggesting that the pyrithiamine-treated ani-
mals with alcohol exposure had a disproportionately greater
percentage of small fibers than did the thiamine-treated
groups.

Myelin sheath thickness. In general, one-way ANOVA
indicated that the mean myelin sheaths of the pyrithiamine
groups were thinner than those in the thiamine groups
(F(3, 15)¼ 6.13, p¼ 0.009). Follow-up tests revealed that
the alcohol/pyrithiamine group had a thinner myelin sheath
than either the water/thiamine group (t(5)¼ 5.681,
p¼ 0.0012) or the alcohol/thiamine group (t(5)¼ 3.545,
p¼ 0.0082). The water/pyrithiamine group had significantly
thinner myelin sheaths than the water/thiamine
(t(7)¼ 2.342, p¼ 0.0259) but the difference from the
alcohol/thiamine group was only a trend (t(7)¼ 1.666,
p¼ 0.0698).

Axon diameter. One-way ANOVA yielded a trend
toward an overall group difference in axon diameter
(F(3, 15)¼ 2.108, p¼ 0.1526). The greatest differences were

Figure 2 Transmission electron micrographs of sagittal sections of the corpus callosum: (a) water/thiamine, (b) alcohol/thiamine, (c) water/pyrithiamine,
(d) alcohol/pyrithiamine. The animals in the alcohol/pyrithiamine group (d) had significantly more smaller fibers, and the fiber diameter and myelin sheath
were significantly thinner compared with the remaining three groups. Scale bar is 5 mm.
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related to the thin axon diameter of the alcohol/pyrithia-
mine group relative to the water/thiamine group
(t(5)¼ 2.131, p¼ 0.0432) and the alcohol/thiamine group
(t(5)¼ 2.38, p¼ 0.0316).

Fiber diameter. Group differences by one-way ANOVA
were significant for total fiber diameter (F(3, 15)¼ 3.785,
p¼ 0.0403). The mean total fiber diameter in the alcohol/
pyrithiamine group was smaller than those of the remaining
three groups (water/thiamine t(5)¼ 3.676, p¼ 0.0072; alco-
hol/thiamine t(5)¼ 2.793, p¼ 0.0191; water/pyrithiamine
t(6)¼ 1.881, p¼ 0.0545).

G ratio (axon diameter/total nerve fiber diameter). There
were no significant differences in the G ratio among the four
groups (F(3, 15)¼ 0.722, p¼ 0.558).

Relations Among Callosal Measures

Across all 16 rats myelin thickness correlated with axon
diameter (r¼ 0.53, p¼ 0.0363) (Figure 4). Within the
combined pyrithiamine-treated groups (N¼ 8), percent of
small myelinated fibers was related to fiber diameter
(r¼�0.82, p¼ 0.0131) and axon diameter (r¼�0.72,
p¼ 0.0461), and modestly to myelin thickness (r¼�0.63,
p¼ 0.0954). Multiple regression analysis using myelin
thickness and axon diameter to predict percent of small
fibers revealed that together these variables accounted for
71% of the variance and that axon diameter (t¼ 2.318,
p¼ 0.0682) made a greater independent contribution to the
variance than did myelin thickness (t¼ 1.835, p¼ 0.1259).

Relations Between Antemortem and Postmortem
Measures

All rats had undergone MRI scanning antemortem. Analysis
based on all 16 rats revealed significant positive correlations
between the length of the corpus callosum measured on

MRI and brain weight (r¼ 0.75, p¼ 0.0008; Rho¼ 0.73,
p¼ 0047), and brain volume (r¼ 0.53, p¼ 0.0336; Rho¼
0.45, p¼ 0.0796) measured postmortem.

Histological Features of the Alcohol/Pyrithiamine Rat
Excluded from Group Analysis

One rat in the alcohol/pyrithiamine group died 22 days
before the other animals but its brain was available for
postmortem examination. Analysis indicated enlarged
callosal area and thickness, low G ratio, reduction in the
density of myelinated nerve fibers, and greater space
between the fibers. It is possible this rat died during the
sub-acute phase of the experiment, whereas the other
animals were killed during the early recovery stages.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this postmortem analysis using alcohol
preferring (P) Wistar rats was to examine the separate and
combined effects of voluntary alcohol consumption and
thiamine deficiency (pyrithamine treatment). The aim was
to develop a better understanding of the mechanisms of
brain damage in alcohol-related disorders including the
WKS. The focus was on white matter damage, particularly
the macrostructure and ultrastructure of the corpus
callosum. Antemortem, the animals were divided into four
groups: rats previously exposed to alcohol and later treated
with pyrithiamine; rats never exposed to alcohol and then
treated with pyrithiamine; alcohol-exposed rats treated with
thiamine; rats never exposed to alcohol and treated with
thiamine. Although the groups did not differ in brain weight
or volume, quantitative morphometric analysis of the
structure of the corpus callosum revealed smaller callosal
area and thickness in rats with the combined alcohol and
thiamine deficient history compared with rats that drank
alcohol or were only thiamine deficient. The apparent
paradox between the MRI and pathological data is explained
by the fact that the group differences in brain weight and
brain volume, while not statistically significantly different,
were graded downward in a predictable way. That is, the
water/thiamine group (controls) had the greatest weight and
largest volume, and the alcohol/pyrithiamine group had the
smallest of both measures postmortem, even though the
overall differences were not significant. Nonetheless, when
values of each of these measures, graded by group, were
related to values from in vivo corpus callosum length, which
showed the same graded pattern as the postmortem
measures, the resulting correlations were also stepwise,
where rats with shorter corpora callosa had smaller brain
volumes and weights, whereas rats with longer callosa had
larger volumes and weights.
Ultrastructural studies of the corpus callosum showed

that the total myelinated fiber diameter was smaller and the
myelin sheath was thinner in the alcohol/pyrithiamine
group compared with the alcohol/thiamine-replete group,
suggesting that thiamine deficiency alone was sufficient
to cause white matter degeneration. However, history of
chronic alcohol consumption, even though inadequate to
cause substantial damage on its own, exacerbated the
thiamine deficiency neuropathology as evidenced by a
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compounding or graded effect. Specifically, the alcohol/
pyrithiamine group had the most severe pathology of all
four groups in callosal thickness, fiber density, fiber
diameter, and myelin thickness. Further evidence for the
poor condition of the dually treated rats was that the only
two rats that failed to survive the full study course, and thus
were not included in the current postmortem analysis, were
in the alcohol/pyrithiamine group.
These findings are consistent with the in vivo comple-

ment of this study using MRI and MR spectroscopy (MRS).
In vivo these rats showed significant changes in the early
stages of pyrithiamine treatment followed by partial
recovery with thiamine repletion. The pyrithiamine rats
with prior alcohol exposure exhibited attenuated recovery
in the thalamus in terms of structure and a marker of
neuronal viability, N-acetylaspartate, and arrested growth of
the corpus callosum, compared with other rats (Pfefferbaum
et al, 2006a). In a similar postmortem study in rats using the
pyrithiamine model (but not MRI or MRS), severe thiamine
deficiency resulted in shrinkage of the corpus callosum
(Langlais and Zhang, 1997). The shrinkage persisted for
several months after recovery as did associated cognitive
deficits. Other studies have shown that some of the earliest
structural changes observed in thiamine-deficient rats and
mice is intracellular edema of oligodendrocytes (the CNS
cells that form myelin) and myelin (Robertson et al, 1968;
Watanabe and Kanabe, 1978).

White Matter Constituents and Morphology

Smaller myelinated fiber diameter was accompanied by
thinner myelin sheaths in the thiamine-deficient animals.
This co-occurrence has not been previously described with
respect to thiamine deficiency or alcohol toxicity, except in
a fetal alcohol model. Phillips et al (1991) showed that
myelin thickness as a function of axon diameter was
decreased in alcohol-exposed rats from 10 to 90 days,
indicating a permanent reduction in the relative thickness
of myelin sheaths. After maternal alcohol administration
the offspring also exhibited decreased expression of myelin
basic protein (MBP) (Ozer and Halpain, 2000). The
expression of MBP and myelin associated glycoprotein
(MAG) was also affected by exposure to alcohol during
postnatal development, especially during periods of rapid
myelination (Zoeller et al, 1994). Direct exposure of cultures
of differentiating CG-4 oligodendrocytes, the myelin form-
ing cells of the CNS, to varying concentrations of alcohol
alters the developmentally regulated expression of MBP
(Bichenkov and Ellingson, 2002). Proteolipid protein (PLP)
and MBP are the major myelin proteins in the CNS and
comprise approximately 50 and 30% of total CNS myelin
proteins, respectively. These proteins are required for the
highly ordered and compact structure of myelin and are
specifically involved in stabilization and compaction of the
myelin sheath (Boison and Stoffel, 1994; Omlin et al, 1982).
The myelin-related genes also influence biosynthesis
(Schaeren-Wiemers et al, 1995). Hence, alteration of the
gene expression and amounts of myelin-related proteins are
likely to alter the structure and function of the myelin
sheath and ultimately the conduction of action potentials.
Recent molecular studies support the hypothesis that

alcohol-dependent individuals are liable to incur structural

changes in myelin. Using microarray studies, Lewohl et al
(2000) analyzed gene expression in autopsy samples of
human superior frontal cortex of patients with a history of
alcoholism. This brain region is particularly affected by
chronic alcoholism (Harper and Kril, 1990; Pfefferbaum
et al, 1997), with pronounced change in myelin gene
expression as well as changes in genes coding for a number
of synaptic and signal transduction proteins. In a study by
Mayfield et al (2002), similar changes were observed in the
expression of MAG, apolipoprotein D, glial fibrillary acidic
protein, oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein, and PLP.
White matter changes have been shown to be more severe
in alcoholics with than without WKS (Harper, 1998a).
Alexander-Kaufman et al (2007) have shown that the
expression levels of two thiamine-dependent proteins,
transketolase and pyruvate dehydrogenase E1b-subunit,
were reduced in alcoholics who had no clinical or
pathological evidence of WKS, suggesting subclinical
impairment of thiamine metabolism in some alcoholics
putting them at risk for WKS.
The density of myelinated nerve fibers was substantially

higher and the axons were more densely packed in the
alcohol/pyrithiamine group than the other groups. The
greater fiber density may have been the result of fiber
deletion, possibly from Wallerian degeneration, or alter-
natively, regeneration (Tom et al, 2004), likely limited
to recovery of small fibers (Wiggins et al, 1985). Our
observation of a greater percentage of small fibers in the
dually treated rats is consistent with two competing
hypotheses: regeneration of small fibers and selective
shrinkage or deletion of large fibers. The preferred
hypothesis is that it is a consequence of selective loss or
shrinkage of large fibers rather than a gain in numbers of
small myelinated fibers. Although regeneration of nerve
fibers is known to occur in the peripheral nervous system,
little information supports such a mechanism in the central
nervous system (Kim et al, 2006). In the peripheral
neuropathy caused by thiamine deficiency (both alcoholic
and nonalcoholic), large myelinated fibers are affected more
than small myelinated fibers (Koike et al, 2003). By contrast,
these authors noted that in pure alcoholic neuropathy,
small myelinated fibers seem to be more affected. An
actual reduction of axon diameters has been observed to
occur at an early stage of inflammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy (peripheral nervous system) before much
destruction of the myelin sheath has occurred (Prineas
and McLeod, 1976). The relationship between myelinated
fiber size and neuronal type in the central nervous system is
poorly understood, although it is generally agreed that
there is a good correlation between axonal size and
conduction velocity, which has functional implications
(Lee et al, 1986).
Human alcoholism can result in cortical neuronal loss

and Wallerian degeneration of axons. Using a quantitative
morphometric technique to study myelinated nerve fibers
in the subcortical white matter of human cases with
uncomplicated alcoholism, however, Tang et al (2004) were
unable to show degeneration of axons. Thus, alcohol per se
may not be the main cause of white matter disruption. This
possibility is in line with our findings that thiamine
deficiency was the principal single pathogenic mechanism
causing brain white matter damage.
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The molecular mechanisms responsible for thiamine
deficiency-induced white matter damage are unclear. The
damage may result from altered lipid synthesis and
metabolism (Heroux and Butterworth, 1995; Pannunzio
et al, 2000) or oxidative stress (Todd and Butterworth, 1999;
Zou and Crews, 2006). Myelin has a very low concentration
of the thiamine cofactor thiamine diphosphate and thus
may be especially susceptible to reduced energy meta-
bolism.

Combined Alcohol/Thiamine

Alcohol abuse in conjunction with thiamine deficiency has
severe effects on brain damage compared with thiamine
deficiency alone. Zimitat et al (1990) showed that the onset
of the clinical stages of neurological disease related to
thiamine deficiency occurred significantly earlier and
progressed faster in thiamine-deficient rats that received
alcohol than in those that did not. Phillips et al (1987)
reported that, after a thiamine-deficient diet or ethanol
vapor exposure, no significant cytotoxicity was observed in
mouse cerebellum; however, when given a combined
thiamine-deficient diet with ethanol, axon terminal degen-
eration was present in deep cerebellar nuclei. Recent in vitro
research also shows that neither ethanol treatment nor
withdrawal from exposure significantly increased cerebellar
cytotoxicity, whereas treatment with pyrithiamine signifi-
cantly increased cytotoxicity 21% above levels observed in
control tissue. Furthermore, cultures treated with both
ethanol and pyrithiamine displayed a marked increase in
cytotoxicity (60–90%) above levels observed in control
cultures (Mulholland et al, 2005). These results suggest that
the operation of different mechanisms that involve interac-
tions between the metabolic effects of thiamine deficiency
and a neurotoxic effect of alcohol (Ciccia and Langlais,
2000; Crowe and El-Hadj, 2002). Therefore, assessment of
the pathological features of ‘alcoholic brain damage’
requires consideration of the direct toxicity of ethanol or
its metabolites and the concomitant effects of thiamine
deficiency.
Although the interpretation of these data is limited by the

small sample size, a longitudinal study of this length,
design, and multidisciplinary nature provides a novel
approach for clarifying the role of thiamine deficiency in
producing ultrastructural white matter damage and for the
compounded effect from chronic and excessive alcohol
consumption. Indeed, the combined in vivo and postmor-
tem experiment requires replication with larger samples and
graded thiamine depletion.

CONCLUSION

This experiment, although limited by small samples,
revealed that white matter lesions were more evident in
the alcohol/pyrithiaimine group than in the water/pyrithia-
mine group and supports the hypothesis that chronic
voluntary alcohol consumption exacerbates thiamine defi-
ciency and untoward effects on brain white matter. This
compounded effect indicates the potential for an alcohol/
thiamine deficiency interaction in producing alcohol-
related brain damage in human alcoholism. Although

thiamine deficiency is well established to be the principal
underlying cause of Wernicke’s encephalopathy and its
sequela, Korsakoff’s syndrome (Thomson, 2000; Victor
et al, 1971), the role of nutritional deficiency remains
undetermined in chronic ‘uncomplicated’ alcoholism, but
postmortem study indicates that WE is underdiagnosed in
life (Harper, 1979; Martin et al, 2003; Torvik, 1991).
Uncomplicated alcoholics likely sustain repeated bouts of
less profound nutritional deficiency, which may contribute
to their milder, in vivo neuroradiological characteristics
relative to those marking WKS (Sullivan, 2000). Further,
genetic variation in thiamine metabolism and storage may
result in differential vulnerability to WE and KS with
exacerbation from concomitant alcoholism (Manzardo and
Penick, 2006; Martin et al, 1993). These unsolved possibi-
lities can be addressed with larger in vivo to postmortem
animal studies that manipulate thiamine levels in the
context of bouts of high alcohol exposure aimed at
paralleling human alcoholism.
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